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a b s t r a c t
With the availability of large volumes of real-time trafﬁc ﬂow data along with trafﬁc
accident information, there is a renewed interest in the development of models for the
real-time prediction of trafﬁc accident risk. One challenge, however, is that the available
data are usually complex, noisy, and even misleading. This raises the question of how to
select the most important explanatory variables to achieve an acceptable level of accuracy
for real-time trafﬁc accident risk prediction. To address this, the present paper proposes a
novel Frequent Pattern tree (FP tree) based variable selection method. The method works
by ﬁrst identifying all the frequent patterns in the trafﬁc accident dataset. Next, for each
frequent pattern, we introduce a new metric, herein referred to as the Relative Object
Purity Ratio (ROPR). The ROPR is then used to calculate the importance score of each
explanatory variable which in turn can be used for ranking and selecting the variables that
contribute most to explaining the accident patterns. To demonstrate the advantages of the
proposed variable selection method, the study develops two trafﬁc accident risk prediction
models, based on accident data collected on interstate highway I-64 in Virginia, namely a
k-nearest neighbor model and a Bayesian network. Prior to model development, two variable selection methods are utilized: (1) the FP tree based method proposed in this paper;
and (2) the random forest method, a widely used variable selection method, which is used
as the base case for comparison. The results show that the FP tree based accident risk prediction models perform better than the random forest based models, regardless of the type
of prediction models (i.e. k-nearest neighbor or Bayesian network), the settings of their
parameters, and the types of datasets used for model training and testing. The best model
found is a FP tree based Bayesian network model that can predict 61.11% of accidents while
having a false alarm rate of 38.16%. These results compare very favorably with other
accident prediction models reported in the literature.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Trafﬁc accidents cause a great deal of loss of lives and property. According to the accidents report of the United States
Census Bureau, there were 10.8 million accidents and 35,900 persons killed in 2009 (US census bureau, 2013). To address
this, many studies have been conducted to predict accident frequencies and analyze the characteristics of trafﬁc accidents,
including studies on hazardous location/hot spot identiﬁcation (Lin et al., 2014), accident injury-severities analysis (Milton
et al., 2008), and accident duration analysis (Zhan et al., 2011).
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 716 645 4367x2421; fax: +1 716 645 4367.
E-mail address: asadek@buffalo.edu (A.W. Sadek).
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With the development of intelligent transportation systems technologies, there currently exists a wealth of real-time trafﬁc data collected from ﬁxed-locations sensors, automatic vehicle identiﬁcation systems and other sensing technologies.
These data sources can be fused and analyzed to develop real-time management strategies and applications for the purpose
of improving efﬁciency, safety, resiliency and reliability of transportation systems. Particularly in the area of transportation
safety, researchers have started to develop real-time trafﬁc accident risk prediction models that take advantage of complex
and rapidly and continuously ﬂowing data for predicting trafﬁc accidents.
New issues are emerging accompanying the new opportunities offered by real-time trafﬁc data. One issue is that related
to explanatory variable selection, a topic that has received increased attention in real-time trafﬁc accident risk prediction.
The wealth of real-time trafﬁc data offer more explanatory variables that may contribute to explaining trafﬁc accident risk
and patterns. However, as has been widely recognized, ‘‘more is not always better’’, particularly for accident prediction.
Inclusion of a large number of explanatory variables may cause model overﬁtting (Sawalha and Sayed, 2006). In addition,
it can cause application related issues such as long prediction running time and unreliable prediction results, particularly
when a model is applied to new locations and larger data instances (Fernández et al., 2014).
In terms of usage, as a preprocessing step before building any prediction models, variable selection can help researchers
identify and extract meaningful information (patterns, structure, underlying relationships, etc.) from the data. Only a small
representative subset of the original feature space of the data may be needed to interpret the results (Fernández et al., 2014).
Real-time trafﬁc accident risk prediction models can be broadly classiﬁed into two categories, namely statistical models
and data mining/machine learning models. Statistical models, such as matched case-control logistic regression models
(Abdel-Aty et al., 2004), binary logit models (Xu et al., 2013) and aggregate log-linear models (Lee et al., 2003), have been
tested and used in the previous studies. Typical examples of the data mining/machine learning modeling approach include
k nearest neighbor models (Lv et al., 2009), neural networks (Abdel-Aty et al., 2008), Bayesian network models (Hossain and
Muromachi, 2012) and support vector machines (Yu and Abdel-Aty, 2013). Those methods have been gaining more and more
popularity in recent years.
As previously mentioned, the variable selection problem has attracted attention in previous real-time trafﬁc accident risk
prediction research. For statistical models, Sawalha and Sayed (2006) found that using less but statistically signiﬁcant
explanatory variables can avoid over-ﬁtting and improve the reliability of a model. They suggested combining the t-statistics
test and the likelihood ratio based scaled deviance test, for selecting signiﬁcant explanatory variables. Different procedures
were suggested for Poisson regression and negative binomial regression respectively due to the additional complexity introduced to the scaled deviance test for negative binomial regression models. As for the data mining models, classiﬁcation and
regression tree (CART) has been used to perform variable selection (Yu and Abdel-Aty, 2013; Pande and Abdel-Aty, 2006).
Another ensemble learning method for classiﬁcation and regression, called random forest, has also been widely used to rank
explanatory variables (Abdel-Aty et al., 2008; Ahmed and Abdel-Aty, 2012). Recently, a hybrid model random multinomial
logit (RMNL), formed by combining the random forest and logit models, was applied to calculate trafﬁc accidents variable
importance (Hossain and Muromachi, 2012).
Different from previous studies, this paper proposes a novel frequent pattern tree (FP tree) based variable selection
method for real-time trafﬁc accident risk prediction, using the data collected on interstate highway I-64 in Virginia as the
case study. A new algorithm was built to rank explanatory variables based on the ‘‘calculated variable importance score’’.
To verify the model performance, the study then develops two trafﬁc accident risk prediction models, namely a k-nearest
neighbor model and a Bayesian network model. Prior to the model development, two variable selection methods are utilized:
(1) the FP tree based method proposed by the present research; and (2) the baseline random forest tree based method. The
results show that the models trained with the FP tree selected explanatory variables always outperformed the others regardless of the types of the prediction models, their parameter settings, and the types of datasets used for model training and
testing. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the ﬁrst attempt toward applying the FP tree based models to
trafﬁc accident related research. It is also one of the few studies that focus on the real-time prediction of trafﬁc accident risk.
The paper is organized as below. First, in the methodology section, we introduce the FP tree model and its variable importance score calculation algorithm. Second, we describe the trafﬁc accident datasets used for model training and testing.
Third, prior to the risk prediction model development, we describe and compare the FP tree and the random forest based
variable selection methods in terms of their variable importance ranking results. Fourth, based on the variables selected
by the FP tree and the random forest methods respectively, two trafﬁc accident risk predictions models are discussed and
compared in terms of their prediction performance, namely the k-NN model and the Bayesian network model. The paper
ends with a summary of the main conclusions of the work and suggestions for future research.

2. Model methodology
This section discusses the FP-tree algorithm used in this paper for explanatory variable selection. The algorithm consists
of two steps: variable discretization and variable importance score calculation. For the former step, the fuzzy c-means clustering method is used to convert a continuous variable to a series of discrete categorical variables; for the latter, we propose
the ‘‘Relative Object Purity Ratio (ROPR)’’ as an importance score for each explanatory variable. This section will also introduce the random forest method that is used as the bench-marking variable selection method. Finally, the two methods used
for accident risk prediction, namely the k-NN model and Bayesian network, are brieﬂy introduced.
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2.1. Frequent-pattern tree (FP-tree)
The Frequent pattern tree (FP-tree) algorithm was proposed by Han et al. (2004). It yields a compact representation of all
relevant frequency information in a dataset. A brief introduction of the FP-tree algorithm follows.
Suppose I ¼ fi1 ; i2 ; i3 ; . . . ; im g be a set of items. Let TN be a set of transactions or records in a database DB, and each transaction Tran is a set of items, Tran # I. A pattern X also contains a set of items, X # I. X is called a frequent pattern when its
support, referring to the frequency at which X appears in the TN transactions, is equal to or greater than the minimum support threshold, r.

suppfX g
Pr
TN

ð1Þ

where r is a threshold value deﬁned by user.
A FP-tree includes a root labeled as ‘‘null’’. It also includes a set of item-preﬁx sub-trees as the children of the root. There
are two important ﬁelds for each node in the item-preﬁx sub-trees: item name and count. Item name tells which item this
node represents, and count records the number of transactions represented by the portion of the path reaching this node.
The FP-tree can be constructed according to the following sequential steps:
1. Scan the DB once. Calculate the support of each item, if the item is a frequent item as determined by Eq. (1), put it in the
list of frequent items F. Sort F in the support-descending order to form the F-List.
2. Create the root of an FP tree, T, and label it as ‘‘null’’.
3. For each transaction Tran in DB, select the frequent items in Tran and sort them according to the order of the F-List.
4. Suppose the sorted list of Tran is [pjP], where p is the most frequent item in this transaction and P is the remaining list.
Next, run the function insert treeð½pjP; TÞ.
The function, insert_tree([pjP], TÞ, is deﬁned as follows. If T already has a child node N, the item name of N is the same as
the item name of p, and the N’s count is incremented by 1; otherwise, create a new node N with its count initialized as 1, and
set its parent link to T. If P is nonempty, the function insert_tree (P; NÞ is run recursively.
Fig. 1 shows an example of a FP tree. Suppose there are TN transactions ½x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xTN  in database DB, each transaction
contains the values of n explanatory variables V e ; 1 6 e 6 n, and one response variable V r which, in our case, denotes
whether an accident occurs or not. The FP tree is then built on the TN transactions with n explanatory variables, among
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Fig. 1. Frequent pattern (FP) tree.
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which the continuous variables are ﬁrst transformed to discrete variables by using the Fuzzy C-means clustering method
(FCM) as will be discussed in Section 2.1.2.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1, there are Q frequent patterns in the example, and each pattern pq ; 1 6 q 6 Q , is represented by
one branch in the tree. Each branch consists of n nodes, and each node (node lÞ is labeled by item name il;p and count f l;p . As
discussed before, item name il;p denotes the variable name and its discrete state associated with the node and the branch, and
count f l;p represents the number of records reaching the node through the preceding branch. l is the node order in a frequent
pattern, l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. The pattern status indicator p can take two values: if this node is a ‘‘shared node’’ by two or more frequent patterns, p ¼ 0; otherwise, p ¼ q, and we call it an ‘‘exclusive node’’. There are k exclusive nodes that are marked as red
for frequent pattern p1 and p2 in Fig. 1.
After the FP tree is constructed and the shared and exclusive nodes identiﬁed, the next step is to assign credits or scores to
the discrete items in the exclusive nodes, given that these exclusive nodes differentiate the frequent patterns from one
another. In this paper, we propose a novel variable importance score calculation method based on the Relative Object
Purity Ratio, as we describe in Section 2.1.1.
Fig. 2 summarizes the different steps of the variable selection method. In that Figure, we distinguish between the novel
aspects of the proposed method (highlighted in bold and italic), and those which we borrow from the previous work reported
in the literature. In our subsequent discussion, we focus on those novel aspects but we still brieﬂy describe the other steps as
well for the convenience of the reader.
2.1.1. Variable importance calculation
A novel FP tree based variable importance score calculation method is proposed to rank and select the signiﬁcant explanatory variables for accident risk prediction. The method proceeds as follows.
1. For each frequent pattern pq , calculate its object purity ratio r q (OPR). OPR refers to the proportion of records falling into
this frequent pattern, where their response variable V r takes the object value o (in this paper the object value o is set as 1
which indicates an accident occurrence). rq can thus be calculated as follows:

rq ¼

numq ðV r ¼ oÞ
f n;q

ð2Þ

where numq ðV r ¼ oÞ is the number of records in frequent pattern q which have the response variables V r as o; f n;q is the
number of records allocated to frequent pattern q.
One issue associated with OPR is that its value is in reference to the proportion of records taking the object value in the
whole dataset DB, which can thus lead to inconsistent variable ranking. In this context, it is the difference between the
OPR value of a pattern and the average behavior of the entire data that actually distinguishes a pattern. Therefore, we

Variable Discretization (Fuzzy C-means
Clustering Method – section 2.1.2 )

Build FP-tree (Han et al., 2004)

Find Shared Nodes and Exclusive
Nodes in Frequent Patterns

Calculate the Variable Importance
Scores (Relative Object Purity Ratio –
section 2.1.1)
Fig. 2. Flow chart of variable selection method based on FP tree.
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propose the relative object purity ratio r rq (ROPR) in this paper, where, in its modiﬁed version, ROPR represents the absolute difference between the OPR and the proportion of records taking the object value in the whole dataset DB.

!
numq ðV r ¼ oÞ numDB ðV r ¼ oÞ
rrq ¼ abs

f n;p
TN

ð3Þ

where numDB ðV r ¼ oÞ is the number of records with the response variables V r as the object value o.
2. Given an observed record located in this frequent pattern, one intuitive thought is that the higher the ROPR is, the purer
the frequent pattern is and the more likely the object response value will take place (i.e., in our case, that an accident will
occur) or will not happen. Again, we assume that only the discrete items that are in the exclusive nodes play a role in
differentiating one frequent pattern from the others. Therefore, the importance score of an item is determined as follows:
for each transaction Tran in DB, ﬁnd its corresponding frequent pattern pq and exclusive nodes Eq ; for each item in Tran, if
it exists in Eq , add the ROPR to the item’s importance score ISi , otherwise, keep ISi unchanged.

X

ISi ¼

X

r rq  dTran  dq  de ;

16i6m

ð4Þ

16q6Q 16Tran6TN

where dTran ¼ 1 if item i is in transaction Tran; otherwise dTran ¼ 0; dq ¼ 1 if pq is the frequent pattern of the corresponding
transaction Tran; otherwise dq ¼ 0; de ¼ 1 if item i is in the exclusive node set Eq ; otherwise de ¼ 0.
3. After the importance score of each item is calculated, the remaining step is to calculate the importance score of a variable
(ISv Þ.

ISv ¼

X

ISi  dv ;

16v 6n

ð5Þ

16i6m

where dv ¼ 1 if item i is one discrete value of variable v; otherwise dv ¼ 0.
At last, the explanatory variables can be ranked based on the variable importance scores. The complete Matlab code of
this FP tree based variable selection method can be found from the link provided in Appendix A.
2.1.2. Variable discretization for FP tree
The FP-tree algorithm requires each transaction in the database to be a set of discrete items. However, in trafﬁc accident
risk prediction database, continuous variables such as trafﬁc speed and trafﬁc volume are quite common. In this paper, the
Fuzzy C-means clustering method (FCM) is used to transform the continuous variables to the discrete variables. FCM is an
extension of the k-means methods in which each data point can be a member of multiple clusters with a membership value
(soft assignment) (Jain, 2010). FCM is brieﬂy described below (Hung and Yang, 2001):
Suppose there are TN transactions ½x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xTN  recorded for a continuous variable (e.g., travel speed values over time).
FCM is to optimally categorize these transactions to different discrete clusters by solving a minimization programming problem as deﬁned below. The decision variable (lij Þ to be solved is the probability for transaction i belonging to cluster j. The
objective (J b ðU; WÞÞ) is to minimize the summation of the weighted squared distances from each transaction to the center of
its associated cluster. The ﬁrst constraint indicates that the sum of the clustering probabilities for a transaction always equals
1 while the second constraint ensures that C non-empty clusters will be formed at the end.

minimize J b ðU; WÞ ¼

C X
TN
X
2
ðlij Þb dij

ð6Þ

j¼1 i¼1

Subject to
C
X

lij ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; . . . ; TN;

j¼1

0<

TN
X

lij < TN; j ¼ 1; . . . ; C:

i¼1

lij 2 ½0; 1; i ¼ 1; . . . ; TN and j ¼ 1; . . . ; C; where U is the membership function matrix with element lij ; lij is the probability
ðtÞ

ðtÞ

ðtÞ

for the ith transaction belonging to the jth cluster; dij is the distance from a transaction xi to wj ; dij ¼ jjxi  wj jj; wj

denotes the center of the jth pattern cluster in the tth iteration; W is the cluster center vector; b is the exponent associated
with lij to control fuzziness or amount of overlapping clusters.
Derived from the method of Lagrange multipliers, the following optimal results can be reached:

lijðtÞ ¼

1
;
2
PC  dij ðb1Þ
k¼1 dik

i ¼ 1; . . . ; TN;

j ¼ 1; . . . ; C

ð7Þ
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If dij ¼ 0 then

ðtÞ
Wj

PTN

lij ¼ 1 and lik ¼ 0 for k – j;
b

lðt1Þ
Þ xi
ij

i¼1 ð

¼ P
TN

i¼1 ð

ð8Þ

lijðt1Þ Þ

b

;

j ¼ 1; . . . ; C;

ð9Þ

The FCM solution algorithm is composed of the following steps:
1. Set initial time step t ¼ 0. Initialize the cluster center matrix W ð0Þ , given a predetermined number of clusters C, and initialize the membership matrix U ð0Þ by using Eqs. (7) and (8).
2. Increase time step t by one, compute the new cluster center matrix W ðtÞ by using Eq. (9) and the new membership matrix
U ðtÞ by using Eqs. (7) and (8).
ðtÞ

ðt1Þ

3. Continue on Step 2 until maxij fjlij  lij

jg < e, indicating that little improvement can be made on the clustering proba-

bilities. Here, e is a user deﬁned positive threshold value.
2.2. Random forest
Random forest is an ensemble learning method for classiﬁcation and regression. It is widely used to rank the importance
of variables in a natural way. Again, suppose there are TN records or transactions ½x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xTN  in database DB, each record
includes one response variable V r and a set of explanatory variables V ¼ ½V 1 ; . . . ; V n , a classiﬁcation and regression tree
(CART) ^f for predicting V r can be built (Breiman et al., 1984). The prediction error of ^f based on a validation subset of DB
is then deﬁned as



1 X ^
R ^f ; DB ¼
Iðf ðV i Þ ¼ V ir Þ;
jDBj i2DB
where IðeÞ ¼



ð10Þ

1; if e is true
; DB is the validation data subset; V ir is the observed value of the response variable of the ith
0; if e is false

record.
However, CART is known to be unstable as a small perturbation of the training sample may change the prediction results.
To overcome this, Breiman introduced the random forest algorithm (Breiman, 2001): the trees are built over ntree bootstrap
samples DB1 ; . . . ; DBntree of the training data DB; for each tree, different from the CART algorithm, a subset of variables nv ar is
randomly chosen for the splitting rule at each node; each tree is then fully grown until each node is pure. The trees are not
pruned. The resulting learning rule is the aggregation of all the tree-based estimators denoted by ^f 1 ; . . . ; ^f n (Gregorutti
tree

et al., 2013). The class with the maximum number of votes among the ntree trees in the forest is the predicted class of an
observation.
The Gini criterion is used to select the split with the lowest impurity at each node. As a useful byproduct of random forests, the Gini variable importance measure can be calculated once the forest is formed: at each split, the decrease in the Gini
node impurity is recorded for variable V i in ½V 1 ; . . . ; V n , and the average of all the decreases in the Gini impurity in the forest
where V i forms the split is its Gini variable importance. At last, the variables can be ranked according to the Gini variable
importance measure (Archer and Kimes, 2008). Besides this, Breiman also proposed other measures like the permutation
importance, the z-score and so on (Breiman, 2001).
2.3. k Nearest neighbor (k-NN)
k-NN is a classiﬁcation method that decides the class of an object by ﬁnding its k-nearest neighbors (i.e. most similar)
based on its explanatory variables in the training dataset. The Euclidean distance is typically used to assess similarity (Lin
et al., 2013). When k nearest neighbors are found, the following Eq. (11) can be used to determine the class of the object
(Murphy, 2012):

pðy ¼ cjX; D; kÞ ¼

1 X
Iðy ¼ cÞ
k i2N ðX;DÞ i

ð11Þ

k



1; if e is true
; y is the response vari0; if e is false i
able of neighboring point i; y is the response variable of object X; cis the one of the possible classes.
where N k ðX; DÞ are the k nearest neighboring points to object X in point set D; IðeÞ ¼

2.4. Bayesian network
By the chain rule of probability, a joint distribution can be represented as follows:
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pðx1:V Þ ¼ pðx1 Þpðx2 jx1 Þpðx3 jx2 ; x1 Þpðx4 jx1 ; x2 ; x3 Þ . . . pðxV jx1:V1 Þ

ð12Þ

where V is the number of variables; 1 : V denotes the set f1; 2; . . . ; Vg.
Suppose all the variables have K discrete states, we can create pðx1 Þ as a table of OðKÞ numbers, representing a discrete
distribution (there are actually only K  1 free parameters because of the sum-to-one constraint, but we write OðKÞ for simplicity). Similarly, we can create pðx2 jx1 Þ as a table of OðK 2 Þ numbers, and pðx3 jx2 ; x1 Þ as a table with OðK 3 Þ numbers, and so
on. These tables are called conditional probability tables (CPTs). As can be seen, the conditional distributions pðxt jX 1:t1 Þ
become harder to estimate as t gets larger (Murphy, 2012).
A Bayesian network is an efﬁcient tool to overcome this problem. Speciﬁcally, a Bayesian network is a directed graphical
model representing a joint distribution by making conditional independence (CI) assumptions. The nodes in the graph represent random variables, and the edges represent the CI assumptions. Based on the ordered Markov property, Bayesian network assumes that a node only depends on its immediate parents, not on all predecessors. So Eq. (12) can be transferred into:

pðx1:V jGÞ ¼

V
Y

pðxt jxpaðtÞ Þ

ð13Þ

t¼1

where paðtÞ represent the parents of node t.
One of useful properties of Bayesian network is to perform probabilistic inference for some unobserved variables (for
example, whether a trafﬁc accident would happen or not) after the joint distribution is given. The posterior distribution
can be calculated as Eq. (14):

pðX h jX v ; hÞ ¼

pðX h ; X v jhÞ
pðX h ; X v jhÞ
¼P
0
pðX v jhÞ
X 0 pðX h ; X v jhÞ

ð14Þ

h

where, X h is the unobserved variable; X v are the observed variables; h is the known parameters in this Bayesian network.
3. Modeling dataset
The dataset used in this paper includes the trafﬁc accident records collected on a segment on interstate highway I-64 in
Norfolk, Virginia in 2005, as marked in Fig. 3.
The accidents were stored in the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT’s) Archived Data Management System
(ADMS). Besides that, this dataset also contains weather, visibility, trafﬁc volume, speed, and occupancy information, with
one minute resolution.
However, this dataset by itself cannot be directly applied to predict real-time trafﬁc risk directly. As a classiﬁcation problem, the pre-crash condition and normal trafﬁc condition have to be deﬁned ﬁrst (Hossain and Muromachi, 2012). Some
studies deﬁned the pre-crash condition as a time period starting right before an accident and extending up to 5 or
10 min (Oh et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2010), while some studies deﬁned it as a 5 min time period starting from a close time
point such as 4 or 5 min before the accident (Abdel-Aty et al., 2008; Hossain and Muromachi, 2012). In this paper, as shown
in Fig. 4, we used two temporal settings to deﬁne the pre-crash condition: the ﬁrst one is a 10 min time period starting from
5 min before the accident, and the other is in a 5 min time period starting from 5 min before the accident. The normal condition is deﬁned as the same time period as the pre-crash condition, but taking place on the same day of the other weeks
from two weeks earlier to two weeks later than the day of the week with an accident. It needs to note that a normal condition
data point is excluded if there is an accident happening within one hour before or after the designated time (Hossain and
Muromachi, 2012).
After the pre-crash condition and normal trafﬁc condition are deﬁned, the relevant data can be extracted given the number and locations of trafﬁc detectors in place. Most of the previous studies considered more than one detector during the
extraction process, such as one upstream detector and one downstream detector (Abdel-Aty et al., 2008), and two upstream
detectors, two downstream detectors and one detector covering the accident location (Hossain and Muromachi, 2012). In
this paper, due to the problem of missing data, we were forced to rely on only one detector, that is to say, the one reporting
an accident. There are ﬁve such detectors, labeled W64-01 EB, W64-01 WB, W64-03 EB, W64-06 WB and W64-07 WB, their
approximate locations are marked in Fig. 3.
At last, two datasets were obtained, which differ from each other in terms of the time period used to deﬁne the pre-crash
and normal trafﬁc condition (the ﬁrst DB has a time period of 10 min long, and the second one is 5 min long). Eight explanatory variables were contained in the data, including: the mean of the weather condition Meanwea as deﬁned below, the mean
of visibility Meanvis, the mean and standard deviation of the trafﬁc volume (Meanvol and Stdvol, unit: vehicle per hour), the
mean and standard deviation of the trafﬁc speed (Meanspe and Stdspe, unit: mph), and the mean and standard deviation of the
occupancy (Meanocu and Stdocu). The accident response variable is deﬁned as a binary variable with value 1 for the pre-crash
situation and 0 for normal trafﬁc. It is worth noting that the weather variable was a categorical variable originally with 26
possible different weather types. In this paper we use the numbers 0–25 to represent these different weather types that
range from ﬁne weather like ‘‘clear’’ to extreme inclement weather like ‘‘thunderstorm’’. Although typically, the weather
condition will not change signiﬁcantly within a 5 or 10 min period, we nevertheless, take the mean value of the weather over
that period. The resulting variable, therefore, may theoretically assume a non-integer value and can be assumed as a
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W64-07 WB

W64-06 WB

W64-03 EB

W64-01 WB
W64-01 EB

Fig. 3. Part of I-64 in Norfolk, Virginia.

continuous (and not discrete) variable. The same applied for ‘‘visibility’’, which is also a continuous variable ranging from 0
to 10 miles.
After processing, the 5 min accident dataset included 170 pre-crash records and 555 normal trafﬁc records, and the
10 min accident dataset included 174 pre-crash records and 569 normal trafﬁc records. Note that the 5 min accident dataset
has fewer records because of the higher probability of data missing for 5 min period than the 10 min period. For each dataset,
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10-minute

Traffic Accident
Time
5-minute

5-minute

Fig. 4. Temporal settings of pre-crash and normal trafﬁc conditions.

80% of the pre-crash records and normal trafﬁc records were randomly chosen as the training dataset while the remaining
20% were taken as the test dataset.

4. Model development and results
This section will calculate variable importance scores using the ROPR based variable importance calculation algorithm
and the random forest algorithm discussed in Section 2. Then the k nearest neighbor and Bayesian network will be built
and their performance will be compared based on the different variable importance calculation results.
4.1. Variable importance calculation
Two training datasets are generated through the random sampling with the 80% rate, including a 5 min training dataset
with 136 pre-crash records and 444 normal trafﬁc records and a 10 min training dataset with 139 pre-crash records and 455
normal trafﬁc records. For each training dataset, FCM was ﬁrst applied to transfer a continuous variable to a discrete cluster
variable.
The clustering results are shown in Table 1. Three clusters were generated for each continuous variable, representing:
low, medium and high value ranges. The two numbers in each bracket denotes the lower bound and upper bound of a cluster.
Through this process, the original eight continuous explanatory variables were transferred into 24 discrete variables (called
items in the following analysis). The support of each item or the size of each cluster were obtained and sorted in a descending order as shown in Table 2:
When screening frequent items, we set the threshold value r in Eq. (1) to 0 so that all the items shown in Table 2 are
considered. The rationale behind this is to prevent any information loss in the variable importance score calculation.
Since the items have already been sorted in a support-based descending order, Table 2 also provides the F-List to build
the FP Tree.
FP trees were built for the two training datasets. Due to space limitations, only a part of the FP Tree constructed for the
10 min training dataset is shown Fig. 5. Three frequent patterns are demonstrated, including: frequent pattern 1 {Stdocu
low ! Meanwea low ! Meanvis high ! Meanocu low ! Stdspe low ! Stdvol low ! Meanspe high ! Meanvol low} with
f 8;1 ¼ 48; frequent pattern 2 {Stdocu low ! Meanwea low ! Meanvis high ! Meanocu low ! Stdspe low ! Stdvol
low ! Meanspe high ! Meanvolhigh} with f 8;2 ¼ 1; and frequent pattern 3 {Stdocu low ! Meanwea low ! Meanvis
high ! Meanocu low ! Stdspe low ! Stdvol low ! Meanvol medium ! Meanspe high} with f 8;3 ¼ 12. Fig. 5 also marks the
shared nodes and exclusive nodes for each pattern, and lists the numbers of accidents and non-accidents observed in each
frequent pattern.

Table 1
Clustering results for 5 min and 10 min accident training datasets.
Datasets

Variable

Cluster 1 low

Cluster 2 medium

Cluster 3 high

5 min training dataset

Meanwea
Meanvis
Meanvol
Meanocu
Meanspe
Stdvol
Stdocu
Stdspe

[0, 5]
[0.13, 4.25]
[60, 564]
[1, 8.2]
[0, 33.6]
[0, 112.24]
[0, 3.96]
[0, 4.15]

[6, 16]
[5, 8]
[576, 1164]
[8.4, 27.6]
[34, 59.8]
[115.41, 245.19]
[4, 15.66]
[4.21, 11.73]

[17, 25]
[8.8, 10]
[1176, 1908]
[31.2, 66.4]
[60, 93]
[247.38, 642.58]
[26.62, 27.07]
[12.19, 33.16]

10 min training dataset

Meanwea
Meanvis
Meanvol
Meanocu
Meanspe
Stdvol
Stdocu
Stdspe

[0, 5]
[0.25, 4.8]
[60, 560]
[1, 7.9]
[0, 31.6]
[0, 124.73]
[0, 4.17]
[0, 4.63]

[6, 16]
[5, 8]
[564, 1152]
[8, 28]
[34.37, 59.8]
[124.9, 245.68]
[4.36, 16.06]
[4.65, 13.48]

[17, 25]
[8.5, 10]
[1170, 1890]
[29.7, 66.4]
[59.85, 94.5]
[248.51, 699.74]
[17.79, 31.10]
[13.62, 31.78]
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Table 2
Supports of items in 5 min and 10 min accident training datasets.
Index

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

5 min training dataset

10 min training dataset

Item

Support

Item

Support

Stdocu low
Meanwea low
Meanvis high
Meanocu low
Stdspe low
Meanspe medium
Stdvol low
Meanvol medium
Meanspe high
Meanvol low
Meanocu medium
Stdvol medium
Stdspe medium
Meanvolhigh
Meanvis medium
Meanwea medium
Stdvol high
Meanvis low
Meanwea high
Stdspe high
Stdocu medium
Meanspe low
Meanocu high
Stdocu high

542
435
401
385
372
337
321
261
216
170
169
169
169
149
125
98
90
54
47
39
35
27
26
3

Stdocu low
Meanwea low
Meanvis high
Meanocu low
Stdspe low
Meanspe medium
Stdvol low
Meanvol medium
Meanspe high
Meanvol low
Stdspe medium
Stdvol medium
Meanocu medium
Meanvolhigh
Meanvis medium
Meanwea medium
Stdvol high
Meanvis low
Meanwea high
Stdocu medium
Meanocu high
Stdspe high
Meanspe low
Stdocu high

554
436
405
383
373
332
327
261
231
188
188
184
178
145
132
109
83
57
49
34
33
33
31
6

null

…

Std ocu low : 554

Meanvis high: 363

…

Meanocu low: 245

…

Stdspe low: 155

…

Stdvol low: 61

…

Meanspe high: 49

Meanvol low: 48

Accident: 8

…

Meanwea low: 404

Non-accident:40

Meanvol high: 1

Accident: 1

Meanvol medium: 12

Meanspe high: 12

Accident: 4

Non-accident:8

Fig. 5. A part of the FP Tree for the 10 min training dataset.

With the FP Tree constructed, the variables’ importance scores are calculated using Eq. (3)–(5). The results are shown in
Table 3.
We also calculated the variables importance scores based on random forest method (see Table 3), using the package
‘‘randomForest’’ within the statistics software R (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). Based on the guidance of this package’s instructions, the number of trees to grow ntree should not be set to a very small number, in order to ensure that every input row gets
predicted at least a few times; the default value of 500 was used in this study. The number of variables randomly sampled as
candidates at each split nv ar was set to the square root of the total number of variables (3 in this study). The size of samples
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Table 3
Variable importance calculations results based on FP Tree and random forest methods.
Variables

Meanvol
Stdvol
Meanspe
Stdspe
Meanocu
Stdocu
Meanwea
Meanvis

5 min training dataset

10 min training dataset

FP tree

Random forest

FP tree

Random forest

46 (1)a
43.2 (2)
16.6 (7)
35.6 (4)
21.6 (6)
15.2 (8)
40.2 (3)
33.8 (5)

27.31 (3)
26.98 (4)
28.56 (2)
29 (1)
25.99 (5)
22.19 (6)
8.79 (8)
13.77 (7)

48.6 (1)
42.8 (2)
20.8 (7)
29 (6)
35.8 (4)
15 (8)
37.6 (3)
30.8 (5)

27.51 (4)
29.15 (2)
29.02 (3)
30.11 (1)
24.89 (6)
26.41 (5)
9.88 (8)
13.39 (7)

a
The ﬁrst number is the variable importance score, and the number in the following parentheses is the ranking of variable (‘‘1’’ means the most
important, and ‘‘8’’ means the least important).

DB1 ; . . . ; DBntree was set as 0.632⁄ the total size of training dataset. The reason for setting the size of the samples to be equal to
63.2% of the total size of the training set can be brieﬂy explained as follows. Suppose, S ¼ fs1 ; . . . si ; . . . ; sm g; 1 6 i 6 m is a
sample of m numbers from f1; mg, drawn randomly with replacement. Now consider a particular index
Q
m
r 2 f1; mg; P ðsi ¼ r Þ ¼ 1=m and Pðsi – r Þ ¼ 1  1=m, therefore Pðr 2 SÞ ¼ 1  Pðr R SÞ ¼ 1  m
i¼1 Pðsi – rÞ ¼ 1  ð1  1=mÞ
 1  e1 ¼ 0:632. In other words, S contains on average approximately 0.632 unique elements in the training dataset.
More information on this can be found in literature (Efron and Tibshirani, 1997).
With this, for the 5 min training dataset, the sample size was set as 366, and for the 10 min training dataset, the sample
size was set as 375. The package ‘‘randomForest’’ produced the mean decrease of the Gini index for each variable as an output. As mentioned before, the mean decrease of the Gini index, measures the contribution of a variable to the homogeneity of
the nodes and leaves in the random forest (Metagenomics Statistics, 2014). The higher the mean decrease of the associated
Gini index is, the more important the variable is.
Through the comparison of the variable importance scores generated from the FP tree and the Random forest, we can see
that the two models produce different variable importance rankings. The FP tree models tended to rank trafﬁc volume
related variables, such as Meanvol and Stdvol as the top two most important variables while resulting in much lower scores
for speed related statistics, particularly for Meanspe. In contrast, trafﬁc speed related statistics variables were deemed slightly
more important by the random forest. Nevertheless, the volume related variables were judged important by both of the
methods (among the top four). As for the weather related variables, Meanwea was ranked as the third most important variable based on the FP method, while it was scored as the least important by the random forest method.

4.2. k-NN
This paper tested the performance of k-NN for the 5 min and 10 min testing datasets. k was set as 2 and 3 separately, and
each time k-NN was run for three scenarios: (1) using all the variables; (2) using all variables except for Meanspe and Stdocu
which were ranked as the least important by the FP tree method; and (3) using all variables except for Meanwea and Meanvis
that were ranked as the least important by random forest. The voting criterion of k-NN in this paper is that once one of k
nearest neighbors has the response variable equal to 1 (indicating the occurrence of an accident), the predicted response
of the observation is set as 1. The results can be seen in Fig. 6.
Note that there are two prediction performance measures used as shown in Fig. 6a and b. These are: (1) the sensitivity,
which measures the proportion of actual accidents that were accurately predicted as such; and (2) the false alarm rate that
refers to the proportion of normal situations that were wrongly predicted as accidents. A good trafﬁc accident risk prediction
model should yield a high sensitivity and a low false alarm rate.
The major ﬁndings are summarized below according to Fig. 6. First of all, although k-NN does not perform well in general,
using the FP tree to pre-select the explanatory variables signiﬁcantly improved the prediction accuracy. In comparison to the
‘‘all variables case’’, the FP tree based k-NN model consistently produced higher prediction sensitivity values and lower false
alarm rates, regardless of the testing dataset used. In contrast, there was generally no beneﬁt from the random forest based
variable selection, with the only exception of the case of k = 3 with the 10 min testing dataset where the variable selection
with the random forest method generated a higher prediction sensitivity than the case using all the variables. This indicates
the advantage of FP tree in sorting out important affecting factors and improving model prediction performance. Second,
regardless of the type of the testing datasets used, the comparison between the k-NN model with k = 3 and the one with
k = 2 shows that adding one nearest neighbor will signiﬁcantly increase the prediction sensitivity; however, as can be seen,
this will also increase the false alarm rate. Lastly, the k-NN models work better for the 10 min testing dataset than for the
5 min testing dataset in terms of prediction sensitivity. However, the false alarm rates tend to be higher for the 10 min testing dataset as well. This indicates that the pre-crash time period may also affect model performance.
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(a) Comparison of Sensitivity

(b) Comparison of False Alarm Rate
Fig. 6. Performance of k-NN for different variable selection.

Meanvis

Meanvol

Meanocu

Stdvol

Meanwea

Std spe

Accident
Fig. 7. Bayesian network for 10 min dataset using variables based on FP tree.

4.3. Bayesian network
Bayesian network models were also built to predict accident risk for comparison. As a crucial step to perform Bayesian
network modeling, the continuous variables need to be discretized. How to transform a continuous variable to discrete category variables vastly depends on the objectives set by researchers (Hossain and Muromachi, 2012). Among the discretization
techniques available in the literature, we selected the normalized equal distances (NED) method, using the software
Bayesialab due to its promising performance (Bayesia, 2013). The values of each variable are ﬁrst normalized based on
the mean and standard deviation of the variable (Han et al., 2006). Then, the normalized values are split to the user-deﬁned
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(a) Comparison of Sensitivity

(b) Comparison of False Alarm Rate

(c) Comparison of Overall Performance
Fig. 8. Prediction performance of Bayesian network with different variable selection strategies.

number of equal width discrete intervals (Kotsiantis and Kanellopoulos, 2006). For this research, we set the number of equal
width discrete intervals as 3 and 4, respectively.
We considered one of the most plausible Bayesian network structures, which just let the response variable be the child
node of the possible explanatory variables (Hossain and Muromachi, 2012). Three scenarios, as before, were tested under the
structure: (1) using all the variables; (2) using all except of Meanspe and Stdocu that are ranked as the least important by FP
tree; and (3) using all except Meanwea and Meanvis that are ranked as the least important by random forest. The software
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Table 4
Comparison with the previous studies.
Authors

More than one
detector

Variable selection
method

Trafﬁc accident prediction
method

Sensitivity
(%)

False alarm
rate

Abdel-Aty et al. (2004)
Pande and Abdel-Aty (2006)
Abdel-Aty et al. (2008)
Hossain and Muromachi
(2012)
Ahmed and Abdel-Aty (2012)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

N/A
Classiﬁcation tree
Random forecast
Random multinomial
logit
Random forecast

Logistic regression
Neural network
Neural network
Bayesian network

69
57.14
61
66

N/A
28.83%
21%
20%

Matched case-control method

68

46%

Yes

Netica was used to learn the Bayesian network parameters (Netica tutorial, 2014). As an example, the Bayesian network for
the 10 min dataset using all variables without Meanspe and Stdocu and with 4 discrete intervals for each continuous variable
is demonstrated in Fig. 7.
As can be seen in Fig. 7, each of the six explanatory variables was split into four intervals by NED. The number right next
to an interval is the probability for the value of a variable to fall into that interval. Taking Meanvol as an example, 26.4% of
records have the values ranging between 0 and 478 vehicles/h.
The probability threshold of Bayesian network was set to 0.2, which means that if the estimated accident probability is
greater than 0.2, we predict that an accident would happen. The performance of Bayesian networks with different NED numbers (in parentheses), and for the 5 min and 10 min testing datasets are shown in Fig. 8.
Several observations can be discerned from Fig. 8. First, based on Fig. 8a, which compares the sensitivity values, and
Fig. 8b, which compares the false alarm rate, the best Bayesian network model results in a sensitivity value as high as
61.11% and a false alarm rate as low as 38.16%, when trained based on the 10 min dataset with the NED number equal to
4. These results compare very favorably to those obtained by previous studies reported in the literature as shown in
Table 4. This is especially true given that the current study, because of missing data, had to rely on data collected from only
a single detector (the one reporting the trafﬁc accident), whereas most of the previous studies extracted the relevant variables from both upstream and downstream detectors relative to the crash location. As can be seen, for the previous studies
the sensitivity values are usually around 60%, and the false alarm rate ranges between 20% and 50%. The best result from
previous studies is that reported by Hossain and Muromachi (2012) with a sensitivity of 66% and a false alarm rate of
20%. In that study, however, for each record in the database, information were extracted from two upstream detectors,
two downstream detectors and the one nearest to the trafﬁc accident; we did not have the luxury of such data in the current
study.
Secondly, the results, shown in Fig. 8a and b, show that the number of NED could affect the performance of the Bayesian
network. For the 5 min dataset, the sensitivity and false alarm rate both decreased when the number of NED was set to 4
instead of 3. On the other hand, for 10 min dataset, the sensitivity improved, but the false alarm rate remained almost
the same when NED number is changed from 3 to 4, except for the situation using the variables based on random forest,
for which the false alarm rate also increased.
Third, for the majority of cases, the Bayesian network models using variables selected by FP tree perform better than the
ones using the random forest selected variables. For example, for the 10 min dataset, when NED number is 4, although the
sensitivity values of the two types of models are somewhat similar (around 61%), the false alarm rate of the random forest
based Bayesian network model is much higher than its FP tree based counterpart. For other cases, however (e.g., the models
based on the 5 min training dataset), it is hard to decisively conclude that the models based on FP tree performed better than
those based on random forest because the sensitivity and false alarm rate of the former are both lower than those of the latter. Because of this, we introduced a third criterion shown in Fig. 8c, called the overall performance to measures the ratio of
correct predictions (no matter whether it is accident or a non-accident) in the whole testing dataset. Based on the overall
performance criterion, we can easily see that the models based on variables selected by FP tree signiﬁcantly outperform
those based on all the variables or based on random forest for the 10 min testing dataset. For the 5 min testing dataset,
the models based on variable selected by FP tree have the same as or a little higher overall performance than the models
using all variables. The models based on random forest variable selection in this case had the lowest overall performance.

5. Conclusions and future work
This study proposed a novel variable selection algorithm based on FP tree for real-time trafﬁc accident risk prediction. The
importance score of each explanatory variable in the dataset is calculated and ranked through the calculation of the ROPR of
the corresponding frequent patterns. This variable selection algorithm was tested on the Virginia trafﬁc accident dataset collected in 2005 in comparison to the widely used random forest variable selection. Based on the variables selected by the two
methods, two trafﬁc accident risk prediction models, the k-NN and Bayesian network models, were developed and tested for
three situations: using all variables, using the important variables selected by FP tree, and using the important variables
selected by random forest. The major ﬁndings are summarized as below:
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1. Generally, the accident risk prediction results are quite acceptable when using the Bayesian network model with NED
number equal to 4 and based on a 10 min dataset. This is especially true for the case using variables selected by FP tree,
where the sensitivity was as high as 61.11% and the false alarm rate was as low as 38.16%. Considering that only data from
one detector were available in this study, these results are very promising.
2. In terms of the time resolution to be used in compiling the datasets, no decisive conclusions can be made regarding
whether a 5 min or a 10 min resolution would yield better performance. For Bayesian network, the overall performances
are improved by using the 10 min dataset except the cases with NED number set as 4, using all variables and FP tree based
variables.
3. The most important ﬁnding of this paper is that the accident risk prediction models based on FP tree variable selection
outperform the models based on all variables and the ones based on random forest, regardless of the settings of the prediction models such as the selection of k for k-NN, the NED number selected for Bayesian network, and the pre-crash time
period used in the datasets. Being insensitive to the selection of the models’ parameters is a good quality that the FP tree
variable selection algorithm appears to possess.
4. For the applications of the novel variable selection method and trafﬁc accident risk prediction model, given that this is a
classiﬁcation problem in essence, both trafﬁc accident records and normal trafﬁc conditions extracted from the same segment of the road are needed to train and test the models. However, this study shows that records from different segments
of the road can be put together in order to generate a bigger dataset. For example, the dataset in this paper include the
corresponding records reported by ﬁve detectors from different road segments of I-64.
As a novel algorithm, there are still a lot of details to be ﬁnalized in the future. For example, we may test the impact of
clustering number in FCM on the FP tree variable importance calculation (in this study, we just set it as 3), and we may also
try other variable discretization methods. Besides that, there are some other variable reduction/selection algorithms, such as
stratiﬁed random forest (Ye et al., 2013), and random projection (Fan et al., 2013) that deserve to be explored. We will also
test other accident risk prediction methods such as support vector machine (SVM) as our future work.
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Appendix A
The Matlab code of Frequent Pattern tree (FP tree) based variable selection method can be downloaded from the following
link: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264534294_Matlab_Code_A_Novel_Variable_Selection_Method_based_on_
Frequent_Pattern_Tree?eV=prf_pub.
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